Populism is a thinly-centered
ideology that divides society into
homogenous but antagonistic
groups—“the people” and the
“corrupt elite”—and argues that
politics should be the expression
of the “people.” Populism also
claims a moral monopoly over
the opposition. The opposite of
populism is pluralism and elitism.
Pluralism treats the “people” as a
diverse group, while elitism treats
the elite as “benevolent”. However,
practical populism should
be disentangled from
demagoguery, which is simply
political rhetoric ignoring budget
or resource constraints.
Can the rise in populism
be explained by economic
developments? One would
simply conjecture that a simple
macroeconomic model would
explain the rise in populism.
Take, for example, the HechsherOhlin framework. Here, factor
prices change after liberalization,
globalization, technological
progress, or after a long recession;
the owners of factors with lower
relative prices lose, while others
win. The “losers” are typically lowskilled workers whose jobs are more
at risk. In turn, populist politicians
can win votes from the “losers” and
populism would be on the rise.
However, politics is not that simple.
A recent paper by IMF economists
challenges this simple economic
interpretation. They find little
correlation between economic
distress and the role of populism
in politics at the country and
aggregate level in Europe. In fact,
populist parties rose in countries
less affected by the Great Recession
and with relatively robust growth.

However, they also find a positive
correlation between regional
distress and the vote for populist
parties within a country.
“So populism is not just the voice of the
losers,” says Antonio Spilimbergo,
one of the authors of the paper.
“Therefore, perhaps economists need
to talk with political scientists to
understand populism.”

Is the rise of populism necessarily a
bad development? Earlier literature
focusing on Latin America was clear
that populism was harmful over the
longer term. Others, however, claim
that the rise of (economic) populism
has some merit. While political
populism may weaken some checksand-balances and can be harmful,
economic populism can sometimes
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Economic circumstances may
determine the demand for
populism, but, as we know from
economics, the other side of the
market for political thought—the
supply—is also important. The
question still remains why the socalled “losers” in some countries
vote for the populists and not for
the parties they voted for in the past.
The puzzle is confounded by why
the less populist traditional parties
still satisfy the wishes of voters in
many other countries. IMF research
finds that economic distress matters
only when the level of trust in
political institutions is weak. In other
words, in countries with low levels of
trust, a higher unemployment rate is be justified. They put issues on the
agenda that might not have been
associated with a greater likelihood
discussed otherwise (for
of voting for populist parties.
instance, inequality, healthcare,
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migration and more deregulation.

...perhaps economists
need to talk with
political scientists to
understand populism.
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Picture this hypothetical country:
the economy is stagnant; inflation
is rampant due to monopolistic
control or high tariffs; competition
is virtually impossible; access to
financial services is limited to a few;
the tax system benefits a relatively
small group of wealthy and
prosperous people; and high and
rising income inequality suggests
that the benefits of recent growth

have accrued mainly to those
at the top. There are signs of
discontent. These inefficiencies
affect the capacity to influence
economic change, but addressing
them is complicated.
Many real-world countries face
a subset, if not all, of these
problems, and decisionmakers
struggle to address these issues.
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